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Bodies of Water:
the Migratory Art of Jim Dessicino
Brandon Stuart Green

F

or many, the Mediterranean Sea is a kind of boundary, a southern “border wall” that separates
continents, cultures and peoples. Its maritime expanse continues to define what is “European
civilization” and what is, apparently, not. A historical perspective, however, reveals what
a tenuous conceit this is: for the Greeks and Phoenicians of the early first millennium BC, the
Mediterranean was the great conduit of trade, diplomacy and migration. For the Romans, who
controlled every coast from Marrakesh to Beirut, the waters served as the lubricant of empire; they
nicknamed the Mediterranean Mare Nostrum––”Our Sea”. Even today Tunisian farmers harvest the
same varietals of grapes and olives as their Spanish and Italian counterparts.

Forward?

Recently, as migrants fleeing civil war and economic turmoil founder
in their makeshift rafts, we are reminded of the Mediterranean’s
harsh dichotomy as passageway and partition. It is precisely at this
intersection of impermeability and connectivity that Jim Dessicino’s
recent work thrives. An American artist thoroughly trained in the
European tradition, he has for a decade contended with his own
maritime boundary (the Atlantic) both physically and philosophically.
As a proud resident of New Jersey, he is drawn by contemporary
trends in his own country while still confronting the enduring
heritage of art and history that lies across the ocean.

Key to understanding Dessicino’s art is an awareness of his fidelity to the tradition of figural sculpture––
that is, the idea of making the human form the primary occupation of the artist. From his earliest work,
Dessicino has explored the creative opportunities of the body––often his own––most notably in The
Edward Snowden Statue (2014). In these sculptures he draws from a grand legacy stretching back not
only to early modern masters like Michelangelo and Canova, but ultimately to classical antiquity. This
kind of art has become increasingly unfashionable as modern and contemporary artists have rejected
the figural tradition in favor of abstraction, minimalism or hyper-realism. When sculptors do address
the classical body, as in the recent work of Jeff Koons and Damien Hirst, it is often portrayed as kitsch,
a throwback to older and outmoded styles. Instead, Dessicino is part of a growing group of artists, like
the California-based Charles Ray, who seek to redeem the figural tradition not only as a valid form of
artistic expression but as a fundamental and quasi-universal testament to the human condition.
Bodies, it seems, have recovered a central position in our political discourse. Heartbreaking tragedies
across the globe speak to us through the shatteringly physical images of their victims. In America,
cell-phone videos of police brutality against our fellow citizens have shocked the nation into action;
half-way across the world, the corpses of migrant children washed up on beaches have reified a
humanitarian crisis that many Europeans did not realize was happening in their own backyard. Even
our highest officials are not immune: in justifying his airstrike against Syrian government forces,
President Trump cited the images of “little beautiful babies” that had moved him to authorize the use
of force.

Trim the Sails

Dessicino’s own use of bodies is everywhere, in his sculptures as well as his
drawings. Most striking is his self-portrait, Guida Abusiva, striding forward and
brandishing a water bottle. The nudity, composition, and form are all resonant of
ancient Greco-Roman models, but the subject is much more recent: from 2007
until 2010, Dessicino worked as an illegal (abusiva) tour guide in Rome. This gave
him the opportunity to expand as an artist, but at a price: in Italy the tourism
industry is thoroughly regulated, and guides are required to have a license––
undercover police are on hand to check documents. Dessicino was thus forced to
walk a narrow line between performing for his clients and hiding from authorities.
Lacking not only a guide license but also a work visa, the threat of deportation was
present whenever he started to describe the artworks that continue to inspire him.
It would be unfair and inaccurate to compare Dessicino’s experience with that of
an African or Middle Eastern migrant in Italy. As a white American, he might be
Guida Abusiva - Self called an “expat”, a term that is usually applied to those who break the same laws
Portrait as a Fountain
(detail)
as all undocumented immigrants but who are of the right affluence or ethnicity
to avoid the same consequences. Nonetheless, Dessicino experienced many of the same issues that
plague undocumented persons worldwide: lack of access to banking and healthcare, exploitative
business practices, and the constant, debilitating knowledge that one’s entire life could be upended in
an instant.
It’s worthwhile, then, to compare his self-portrait with the exhibition’s other largescale sculpture, Baggage Claim. An image of the sort of street-hawker of knock-off
handbags prevalent throughout Italy, the statue represents precisely the kind of
migrant that Dessicino was not. Carrying his full inventory in his arms, ready for a
getaway, the subject was never able to fully evade the scrutiny of the authorities––
thanks mainly to the color of his skin. The two sculptures offer a striking contrast;
not only does the bag-seller eschew classical nudity, but his frontal stance and
emphatic present-ness confront the viewer in a thoroughly contemporary mode.
These figures share the same locale and the same base (Rome’s cobblestones) but
their lived experiences could hardly be more different.
Bag-sellers like this always used to set up shop along the long queue towards the
Vatican Museums where Dessicino led tours (using that water bottle as a flag),
and it seems clear that the artist became aware of the small similarities and greater
differences that characterized their immigrant experiences. The Vatican, as a
Baggage Claim sovereign nation, was always a safe haven for illegal tour guides, offering a chance
for legitimacy and a relaxation of anxiety denied in the rest of the city. This privilege, but also its
limitations, are illustrated by the hand-painted reproduction of his pontifical authorization to give
tours inside of St. Peter’s Basilica (Without Papers); the farce is that this official-looking document,
with a red stamp and the signature of a cardinal, was far more than the artist ever received from the
Republic of Italy, and yet, despite its bureaucratic ostentation, it still limited him to a single building
within the world’s smallest country.
Rome was always a natural destination for Dessicino, not only as a student of the classical tradition
but also as a descendent of Italian-American immigrants. Following the death of his grandmother,
the artist turned part of the old family home in New Jersey into his studio, discovering in the
process a wealth of archival documents related to his ancestors’ immigration to America from Italy––

Sacrificial Offering

Give ‘em the Boot

a transit that he himself had inverted (note the reversed letters of the word “Avanti!”, Forward?.) The
drawing Perseus with the Head of the Family is a visual pun: an image of the artist’s great-grandfather is
incongruously perched on the shoulder of Canova’s Perseus holding the head of Medusa in the Vatican.
We see here the artist’s two great progenitors––his biological forefather and the sculptural tradition––
both representing bodies in transit: Perseus was sculpted to replace an ancient marble transferred to
France by Napoleon during his occupation of Rome.
We have, then, multiple acts of migration, each distinct and independent but highly resonant: the
immigration of Dessicino’s ancestors to America; the artist’s own experience as an undocumented
immigrant in Italy; and the current tide of migrants, spurred above all by the tragedy of the Syrian civil
war. Although some of Dessicino’s work appears specific to only one of these moments––for instance,
the paintings on canvas of early 20th
century ocean liners (Trim the Sails and
Burn the Fleet)––these pieces nonetheless
underscore the timelessness, and indeed the
inevitability, of the migrant experience.
None demonstrate this so brilliantly as the
Burn the Fleet
series of casts the artist has produced of his
own body. Made in and of the beach sand of his native Atlantic City, the sculptures are redolent of
the local and specific, but their referent is more than an ocean away. While excavating the ruins of
Pompeii in the 1860s, the Italian archaeologist Giuseppe Fiorelli began noticing strange holes in the
ground. On a hunch, he started filling these voids with plaster, allowed it to dry and then dug out the
results. What was revealed were harrowing images of the victims of Mount Vesuvius, men and women
struggling for survival or seeking refuge at the docks.
Dessicino’s own Jersey-based sculptures replicate and reinterpret this process. The dismembered hands,
legs, and bodies speak of tragedy but also the hope of escape across the sea. Just as for the citizens of
Pompeii nearly two millennia ago, the ocean has continued to be a site of both peril and salvation––
for families fleeing famine, religious minorities escaping persecution, or the hundreds of thousands
currently risking their lives on the Mediterranean in hope of a better life. These migrant experiences
are linked by both extreme suffering and inspiring resilience; Dessicino’s art reminds us of the
longevity and universality of these acts of movement, which continue to deserve our attention, respect,
and sympathy.
NOTE FROM THE NOYES MUSEUM OF ART OF STOCKTON UNIVERSITY:
We met Jim Dessicino in early 2016, as we were planning exhibitions to explore the waves of
immigration and migration that have brought diversity to southern New Jersey. As a South Jersey
native with roots in Italy, Dessicino’s story is one of many that compose the rich history of our region.
The Without Papers sculpture exhibition incorporates his personal introspection and discovery, all
the while looking at the big picture: Why is it that immigrants are viewed as unwelcome “others”?
Dessicino explores his connection to Italy and how, as an undocumented worker—literally “without
papers”—he was not able to reside in the land he wished to call home. Jim Dessicino’s journey invites
us to pause to contemplate our own preconceptions.
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